Standing behind quality for a lifetime. Setting the standard for quality & innovation since 1935.

Recipient of the Green Manufacturing Award in 2014, MANHASSET® continues to produce its high quality music stands in the U.S. with zero waste.

MANHASSET® introduced its world famous black symphony music stand in 1935. We now make over 50 different music stand models and a wide variety of accessories with over 5 million units sold.

A closer look at the NEW...

**Noteworthy Music Stand Collection**

♩ Featuring *Elegant Images* for the Artist.

♩ Aesthetic new designs for the traditional music stand. Choose from twelve great designs.

♩ The Noteworthy Collection includes the famous MANHASSET® Magic Finger Shaft for easy adjustment and secure positioning.

♩ The Noteworthy Collection also comes with the MANHASSET® Symphony base for exceptional balance and stability.

♩ Now available through Manhasset’s distribution channels!

♩ Made in the USA.

♩ Lifetime Warranty.

---

White House  Treble  Trumpet  Clarinet  French Horn  Saxophone

Acoustic Guitar  Violin/Viola  Tuba  Flute  Baritone  Oboe

---

CELEBRATING 80 YEARS  MANHASSETSTANDS.COM